HOW WELFARE RECIPIENTS ARE BUILDING THEIR POWER
AND CHANGING THE WELFARE SYSTEM: I GOT THE TOOLS TO
FIGHT FOR MYSELF
COMMUNITY VOICES HEARD (CVH)

“There is nothing that beats the look of revelation on people’s faces when they
realize they can do things to create their own power.”
Gail Aska, Co-Founder, Community Voices Heard (CVH)

Tyletha Samuels has a vivid memory as a child: of the frustration she experienced with
her mother's welfare caseworker. "This woman had us coming and going," says Samuels.
Years later, Samuels herself would be a single mother on welfare, still frustrated by a
system that seemed more interested in enforcing rules than actually helping people. The
outrage came again when Samuels, as a participant in New York City's new welfare to
work program—called the Work Experience Program (WEP)—watched her supervisor
threaten a fellow WEP worker with dismissal, and potential loss of benefits, for not
meeting the office dress code. "The supervisor was very belittling," says Samuels. "They
weren't working with this woman to help her change a little from where she was, they
wanted her to comply."

But rather than stay frustrated, Samuels decided to take action. She'd seen a flyer in the
homeless shelter, where she and her daughter were staying at the time, advertising a
workshop on WEP workers' rights. It was being presented by Community Voices Heard
(CVH). At the time, CVH was a fledgling organization created by and for welfare
recipients, dedicated to educating those on public assistance to their rights, on the one
hand; but also to helping welfare recipients find a voice in the larger legal, program and
policy debates (which later became critical in the wake of the 1996 welfare reform). The
meeting would transform Samuels from a powerless client to determined actor for social
change. "I didn’t know that speaking up for your rights could make changes in such a
way that CVH was making them." In other words, speaking up could make real change.
Samuels immediately became active in CVH. In doing so, she was testing an interesting proposition: Did an organization that billed itself as deriving its power from the voices of its members—and not on the technical expertise of a handful of key staff—really mean what it said? Could an organization made up of individuals who for so long had felt powerless over the policies impacting them actually become a political force to be reckoned with?

**Humble Beginnings**

"We were a little corner office in the sky," says Gail Aska, a founding member of CVH, who was on public assistance at the time. Aska was one of a handful of welfare recipients who in the early nineties came together with a small group of social service advocates and community organizers to ask a simple enough question: who was actually and truly representing the interests of those most directly impacted by welfare reform?

Joan Minieri, one of the original co-founders, along with Aska, says the decision to go ahead and build Community Voices Heard was made based on a rather surprising discovery: that no such organization yet existed. "We ran around the city asking if anyone was doing this," says Minieri, "getting low income people involved. It became clear that nobody was." "We realized it was time for an organization that really represented the minds and the thoughts of low-income people," says Aska, "of people on welfare." Aska and Minieri joined with Paul Getsos, who brought with him a background in mobilizing people to take direct action, along with extensive experience in electoral and legislative organizing. He recognized the importance of connecting with women on welfare to frame the issues and create the changes that needed to happen in welfare reform.

The different experiences and expertise of this trio has brought three critical strains of organizing philosophies into a powerful combination: constituency-driven organizing, leadership and organizational development, and mass mobilization. They used this expertise to build an organization that would truly rely on members for its direction and action, and that would groom members who had lived the issues to be the face and voice of action for the cause of welfare reform. These three strains are still evident in the work that they do today.

When CVH came into being in 1997, after a couple of years of hard work and organizing, it was clear to the principals involved that they had hit upon an idea worth growing, that a project aimed at helping inject the voices of women on welfare in the debate over welfare policy was a project destined to soar. Indeed, CVH quickly outgrew its cramped quarters and began building staff and a huge network of active members and partners. Starting out in shared quarters with the Hunger Action Network of New York State, CVH gradually picked up members, foundation support and a more ambitious outlook, and moved into quarters of its own, all the while hewing to the operating philosophy of bringing its members into the front ranks of leadership.
Leadership Development

Developing leadership among its members is an ongoing job. "After years and years of suppression a lot of our members didn't feel they had any power or that they could generate any," says Aska. "And so one of the things we try to do is lift them up and show them what it is they can do that creates power." To do that, CVH actively grooms what it calls "leaders." These are members who have been involved with the organization for several years and who have a good deal of influence over the organization's direction. CVH has a core of about 50 such leaders out of about 5,000 members. These leaders balance the power of CVH's staff and board – which also include members – whose job it is to oversee its mission, administration, finance, personnel and final program approval. In other words, its structure is designed in such a way as to create very explicit checks and balances between the different structural positions. Staff are not the "star leaders;" members are the ones developed to be decision-makers, strategists, spokespeople, run press conferences, and meet with policy makers.

These practices – that have been polished at CVH – positioned the organization to respond forcefully in the flurry of advocacy action in the wake of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA). CVH prepares its members to take on leadership development opportunities in such responses. Behind all of these experiences are extensive training workshops – often given by other members with some experience already under their belts. These trainings usually cover such topics as: political education, public speaking, base-building, building power, campaign strategy development, talking to legislators, and direct action. CVH also uses what they lightheartedly call "quick and dirty" training that typically involves a run down of the issue being addressed in a press conference and a briefing on which members will be meeting and how they connect to power. These trainings keep new members informed and reinforce what participating members have already learned.

It's a profound shift, say CVH staff and members, from the typical approach. "We don't throw some 'expert' out there to frame the problem and suggest a solution and then have the token person on welfare come in and tell her horror story," says Aska. "We've broken that mold. When one of our members gives testimony, it's not just 'this is my horror story;' it's 'this is my horror story, this is the problem, and this is what we're going to have to do about it.'" The power in such testimony is that there is a clear connection between the member's story and the policy being discussed and debated. Part of the truth comes from the experiences of the people affected by the policy; this truth is reflected in their stories.

Direct Action

Not only are CVH members the ones who represent the organization to the press, policy makers and community, they are also the vehicle for more direct action. One of CVH's key issues has been the city's "Work Experience Program," designed specifically to place welfare recipients in municipal jobs as a way to meet the work requirements under PRWORA. WEP jobs are widely considered to be of dubious value in helping people
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advance to better wage work, according to critics. Indeed, the coercive—almost punitive—nature of the WEP program had people wondering whether the city wasn't simply using it as a way to provide itself with cheap labor. But rather than join the clamor to tinker insignificantly with WEP, CVH fought to eliminate the program entirely, and replace it with real jobs with real training opportunities and possibilities for advancement.

And so joining with other groups interested in ending WEP, such as the National Employment Law Project (NELP) which uses the courts to advocate for workers—a number of CVH members stepped forward as plaintiffs to challenge how the WEP program was being run. This effort included filing suit around the health and safety of park sanitation workers. "In each instance," says an official of NELP, “CVH members themselves help us shape the case. They play a leading role."

CVH's involvement with NELP has helped to get people involved in changing the system – the essence of what it means to engage people in direct action and creating a constituency for larger change. But court cases take a while to play out, notes this official, and they are only one path to change. "It's very satisfying as a lawyer to work with a group that really understands that legal action is just one way of addressing a problem and that to really get the city to do what it's supposed to do takes activity outside the courtroom." "At CVH there's a real understanding of the need for pressure, for mass action, legal action, public relations, the whole nine yards," says a leader of Jobs With Justice, a coalition of groups that advocates for living wage jobs and that routinely joins forces with CVH on key issues. "They understand the need to get out on the street and put a face on the issue. There are a number of organizations that do that, but the one thing that usually goes begging is actual member involvement."

CVH has also partnered with NELP on other projects. Board members agreed to invite NELP to provide a legal clinic for members to raise individual awareness of personal rights, but also to create the space for members to recognize their shared interest in creating system wide change – beyond resolving individual problems. Developing this collective interest adds power to such broader initiatives as the National Campaign for Jobs and Income Support, an effort in which CHV is a partner, that fights broadly for living-wage jobs instead of workfare, and that monitors legislative action related to welfare reform. It's due to such individual and collective consciousness-raising that CVH was able to mobilize a large, vocal and articulate response to legislative proposals in the case of reauthorization of the Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program. "We're not just about a vocal membership voicing their views in large public groups," says Minieri. "There is a deeper process that leads up to these actions, a process that is at the heart of what CVH does."

**Personal Power**

Ultimately, though, it is CVH's insistence on giving members the tools to act themselves that gives the group its remarkable power base.
Diane Reese, a seven-year CVH member, first got active herself when in the wake of welfare reform she was told she had to quit school and go to work. Just short of the credits she needed to get her nursing degree, Reese didn't think the policy made any sense. After a session at a CVH legal clinic, Reese says she went back to her caseworker and told her she knew her rights and that school could be considered "work experience" under New York State welfare policies. Reese was allowed to stay in school and finish up her degree while maintaining her benefits. "That felt good. I had the tools from CVH that I needed to fight for myself."

Inspiring individuals to that sort of action—in their own interest and in the interest of the larger cause—says Gail Aska, is what CVH is all about. "There is nothing that beats that look of revelation on people's faces when they realize they can do things to create their own power. And then you see them doing something like talking to a legislator as an equal. I don't think there's anything more beautiful than that."

In fact, if frustration with larger policies is the spark that motivates leaders to join with CVH, it is results—winning—that provide the real fuel for long-range, sustained action. Whether on discrete issues like questioning specific rules and policies, or larger issues, like social policy nationally, CVH continues to prove to its members that action frequently adds up to results. In fact one of the key CVH initiatives to date has been to push the city to replace the useless WEP program with paid jobs. That effort resulted in the creation of the New York City Transitional Jobs Program, which was designed to create 7,500 transitional jobs. Advocates have had to continue battling to get it funded.

The personal and collective power that people develop with the gains that they make at CVH will certainly be put to the test, however. As CVH continues to work at the city and state level to ensure those on welfare are treated fairly, it will clearly be turning its attention to other national issues—even global issues. "Our members—our leaders—want to be part of a national movement and even an international movement," says Getosos. "They're saying, 'We've got to be there. These are people making the decisions on the issues that impact us and if we're not at the table pushing, who else is going to be?'"

As CVH looks to the future, it will continue to pursue a policy of level-headed strategic planning through shared leadership. But whatever direction it takes, CVH is sure that it will continue to be most relevant to those it serves because the organization takes much of its direction from its leaders. And in pursuing a new kind of organization that turns grassroots experience into sophisticated, effective action, CVH has proved consistently that there is no shortage of people who, given the opportunity and a little lift, are willing to step up and be heard, individually and collectively.
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About the Research Center for Leadership in Action

As the leadership research and development hub for the field of public service, the Research Center for Leadership in Action fosters leadership that transforms society.

Founded in 2003 at New York University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, a top-ranked school for public service, the Center’s unique approach integrates research with practice, bridges individual pursuits and collective endeavors, and connects local efforts with global trends. RCLA scholars use innovative social science methodologies to address ambitious questions that advance big ideas in leadership.

Public service leaders rely on RCLA to create customized leadership development and capacity-building programs that facilitate critical reflection, peer-to-peer learning and transformation at the individual, organizational and systems levels.

RCLA collaborates with the spectrum of public service organizations, from government agencies to nonprofits and community-based groups across the country and around the world. Partners include more than 700 social change organizations, universities and leadership centers in the United States and abroad, local and state government leaders, and major foundations and corporations including the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, Annie E. Casey Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, AVINA Foundation, and Accenture. Learn more at http://www.wagner.nyu.edu/leadership.

About the Leadership for a Changing World Program

Leadership for a Changing World (LCW) is a signature program of the Ford Foundation designed to recognize, strengthen and support social change leaders and to highlight the importance of community leadership in improving people’s lives.

The LCW Research and Documentation Component is housed at the Research Center for Leadership in Action at NYU’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service. LCW uses three parallel lines of inquiry – ethnography, cooperative inquiry and narrative inquiry – to explore questions related to the work of leadership. RCLA is committed to developing participatory approaches to research and uses dialogue with LCW participants as a core of the research process. While the award portion of the program has concluded, RCLA continues to partner with nonprofit organizations to develop together new understandings of how social change leadership emerges and is sustained.


About the Electronic Hallway

The Electronic Hallway at the University of Washington Evans School of Public Affairs is an unparalleled online resource for quality teaching cases and other curriculum materials. University-level faculty and instructors throughout the United States and in many foreign countries use Electronic Hallway materials to create a dynamic and interactive learning environment in courses related to public administration and a variety of policy topics. Learn more at http://www.hallway.org.

About the Evans School of Public Affairs at the University of Washington

The Evans School of Public Affairs is the preeminent school of public policy and management in the Northwest, ranked 14th nationally among schools of public affairs by US News & World Report. Our approach draws on the school’s many dynamic partnerships with public, nonprofit, and private organizations and our graduates go on to challenging positions as public officials, agency directors, policy analysts and advocates, researchers, and nonprofit leaders and managers.

The Evans School’s degree programs include the Master of Public Administration (MPA), Executive MPA, and Ph.D. in Public Policy and Management. Learn more at http://evans.washington.edu.